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Summary. — The MJT is an operationalization of  Kohlberg’s notion of moral

judgment competence and Piaget’s two-aspect model of behavior, and thus differs from tests

of preferred moral orientations, and Kohlberg’s own Stage measurement. As the MJT presents

counter-arguments to be rated in regard to their moral quality, it is a difficult task for many,

and the C-score reflects the respondents’ competence to cope with this task. Validation

studies of 27 language versions and thirty years of use in research and evaluation studies have

proven that the MJT is valid and useful for assessing affective and cognitive aspects of moral

behavior for research and evaluation purposes.
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In the past, moral and democracy education programs have mostly been evaluated through

tests of moral and democratic preferences or tests of declarative knowledge, that is, of moral

and democratic concepts. No measure was available to study the effect of education on moral

and democratic competencies. Therefore, thirty years ago, Lind has designed the Moral Judg-

ment Test (MJT) to fill this void (Lind, 1978; Lind & Wakenhut, 1985; Lind, in press), and

submitted it to many validation studies. These validation studies were unusually rigorous

because the predictions that were used as criteria possess an unusually low a priori probability

(see below). Meanwhile, the MJT has helped to evaluate and improve methods of moral

education such as dilemma discussion (Lerkiatbundit et al., 2004; Lind & Althof, 1992: Lind,

2002) and teacher education (Lind, 2003), and also to enhance our understanding of the

nature and development of moral development (Gross, 1997; Lind, 2002).

Without taking any of this research into account, Villegas’ (2005) criticizes that the

MJT presents “some problems” related to the trait measured, reliability, and validity of its

main score (C-index). Further she maintains that the C-index reflects consistency in moral

judgment, but this construct would be different from moral development as stated by

Kohlberg.

The MJT never claimed to measure Kohlbergian Stages, but moral judgment

competence, the concept which Kohlberg (1958; 1964) originally had in mind. An elaborate

discussion of the Stage concept and its measurement can be found in Lind (1989; in press).

The MJT follows closely Kohlberg’s theoretical definition of moral judgment competence and

the methodological principles he sets up for measuring it. It agrees with Kohlberg’s original

intentions even better than the Stage measurement because the MJT allows us to measure

moral competencies and moral preferences or attitudes in a distinct and non-confounded way,
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whereas Kohlberg’s Stage model conflates both aspects. Kohlberg’s Stage scores reflect a

mixture of judgment consistency and stage preference (Colby et al., 1987). Yet, moral

preferences can be easily simulated upward (Emler et al., 1983). Therefore, the ubiquitous

moral preference measures are inappropriate for evaluating programs of moral education.

Mixed scores like Kohlberg’s Stages are better but still not optimal for that. In contrast, the

MJT measures moral judgment competence in a pure way, independently but not separately

from moral preferences, as affective and cognitive aspects of moral judgment behavior are not

to be conceived of as separate components but as aspects or properties of the same behavior

(Piaget, 1976). Hence, the MJT provides a ‘hard’ measure for evaluating the effects of moral

or character education.

Initially, Kohlberg (1964, p. 425) defined moral judgment competence as the capacity

to make decisions and judgments which are moral (i.e., based on internal principles) and to act

in accordance with such judgments.”  The MJT renders this competence observable by

confronting the participant with a moral task, namely with the task to apply one’s own moral

orientations to judging arguments in favor and against the solution of a moral dilemma. For

most people this is a very difficult task. Many people find it even hard to cope with arguments

at all, while others respond to arguments but judge them only in regard to their opinion

agreement yet not in regard to their moral quality (Keasey, 1974). No other test of moral

development defines or incorporates a difficult moral task, which would be a prerequisite to

call it a moral competence test (Emler, Renwick, & Malone, 1983).

The C-index describes the degree to which a respondent judges arguments given by

other people on the basis of their moral quality rather on the basis of the arguments’ agree-

ment with his or her own opinion. By doing so, the MJT follows Kohlberg’s requirements for
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structural measurement. He defined moral judgment competence in terms of cognitive

structures, or ways of thinking or judging (Kohlberg, 1984, p. 398). An index for judgment

competence, he says, should be abstractable from responses as their form or quality (p. 402).

Kohlberg argues that the measurement of structure or competence is warranted only on the

grounds of ”intelligible ordering of the manifest items,” which reveals the principle of

organization of an individual’s tacit moral reasoning (p. 408). All these requirements imply

that the measurement of moral judgment competence must use some kind of consistency

information, namely moral consistency, rather than summated ratings as in Likert scales. 

Thus, from a cognitive science point of view, “inconsistent” responses are not a

characteristic of a test (“reliability”), but of participants’ moral judgment competence. We can

no longer interpret consistency as “test reliability” or its lack as “measurement error” (Mischel

& Shoda, 1995; Lind & Wakenhut, 1985; Lind, in press). Without the arbitrary attribution of

structural properties of behavior to the test situation, we can now assess the competence

aspect of morality directly without relying on self-assessment. Because for many people it is

difficult to deal with arguments at all, and even very difficult to deal with counter-arguments

(Keasey, 1973; Lind, in press), the MJT confronts the respondents with arguments supporting

and opposing their stance on moral dilemmas. Thus the design of the measurement is a N=1,

three-factorial, multivariate design, the arguments representing three design-factors: opinion-

agreement, quality or stage of moral orientation, and dilemma context. This kind of

experimental measurement borrows ideas from Brunswik’s (1955) diacritical method,

personal construct theory (Kelly, 1955), information integration theory and cognitive algebra

(Anderson, 1990), as well as facet analyses and structural theory (Guttman, 1971).

Using moral consistency as a source of information about a participant’s  “structure,”
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“form of response,” or “intelligible ordering of the manifest items” implies, however, that we

must define the quality of a test in a new way. The MJT is objective, unbiased toward a certain

psychological theory, is sensitive to the effects of educational interventions, and fulfills four

rigorous criteria of construct validity. Objectivity: No subjective rating intervenes with the

measurement process that could bias the test scores toward some end. Unbiasedness: The

MJT was never submitted to “item analysis,” that is, no items were introduced or omitted to

artificially maximize stability and variability of test scores and test-retest correlations.

Sensitivity: The MJT showed to be highly sensitive to educationally induced moral

development of adolescents ( r > 0.70; Lind, 2002), while tests of moral preferences showed

no or only little effects ( r = 0.13; e.g., Schläfli et al., 1985). Construct validity: To certify

MJT versions as valid, scores must meet four rigorous criteria grounded in cognitive-

developmental theory: a) Rest’s (1969) “preference hierarchy” postulates that Kohlbergian

Stage one is preferred least and the higher Stages are preferred increasingly according to their

number. Note that six stage preferences can be ordered in 720 different ways and thus the

probability of the predicted order is only p = 1/720 = 0.001, making it high unlikely that this

prediction is confirmed by chance.  b) According to Kohlberg’s (1958) “quasi-simplex”

theory, the preference for neighboring stages should be highest and lower for more distant

stages so that the correlations are highest along the diagonal of an inter-correlation matrix and

fall off toward the corners. c) According to Piaget’s (1976) “affective-cognitive parallelism”

theory, when nothing is at stake, preferences for each Kohlbergian stage should be

systematically correlated with the index for moral judgment competence in such a way that the

higher the judgment competence is the more should lower stages be rejected and at the same

time upper stages be accepted. d) Finally, participants should not be able to simulate the index
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of moral judgment competence upward through simple instruction (Lind, 2002; Lind, in

press), as they can when instructed to simulate tests of moral preferences (Emler et al., 1983;

Rest et al., 1999, p. 115). All 27 language versions of the MJT meet all four criteria (see, e.g.,

Gross, 1997; Bataglia et al., 2003; Schillinger et al., 2003; Lind, 2005; Lind, in press).

Because of these findings and because the MJT is the only pure test of moral judgment

competence, it is highly suitable for research and evaluation purposes. Copies of the test are

available for free from the author. The use for individual diagnosis or selection purposes is not

permitted.

In sum, the MJT is an operationalization of  Kohlberg’s notion of moral judgment

competence and Piaget’s two-aspect model of behavior, and thus differs from tests of

preferred moral orientations, or even Kohlberg’s own measurement methodology. Insofar, it

“differs,” as Villegas (2005) notes, from the Stage model. The MJT is as much or as little a

“preference” test as scholastic achievement tests, in which the participant must “prefer” the

right answer, is one. The MJT is a competence test because to rate counter-arguments in

regard to their moral quality is a difficult task for many, and the C-score reflects the

respondents’ competence to cope with this task. As the MJT has been successfully submitted

to sophisticated and rigorous validation studies, the C-score should be considered a valid

index of moral judgment competence as Kohlberg (1964) has defined it.
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